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TeMana Silk has made its way to Korea, and 

its launch was celebrated with a seminar all 

about the science behind noni and TeMana.

IPCs were excited about this opportunity, 

and even brought prospects with them to 

the meeting. There, they had the opportunity 

to learn from Isami Fumiyuki from Japan’s 

Research and Development team about 

the science behind TeMana Silk and other 

products.

“This seminar was a great opportunity to hear 

in detail about the history of noni research, 

and the theme and the process of TeMana 

Silk product development,” said Jaemin 

Lee.
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One of the other products discussed besides TeMana Silk was, 

of course, Tahitian Noni Juice.

“The most impressive thing Isami-san talked about is that 

in the bottle of Tahitian Noni Juice, there is noni as well as 

blueberry and grape juice concentrate, but the empty space 

at the end of the bottle contains happiness,” said Somin Oh. 

“So, when we shake the bottle, we are sharing happiness with 

others as well as the product. I want to make a wonderful life 

by shaking all this well.”

Overall, the seminar was a big hit with those attendance.

“By knowing this information, I have more confidence and feel 

happier to share my story about my experiences with noni to 

those who do not know it,” said Chaemi Lee. “The leaves, the 

fruit and the seeds all have their own roles, and nothing can 

be discarded! I hope that this kind of seminar will be arranged 

more often in the future, and many people hear this story so 

more people get to know clearly all about noni.”

Fumiyuki Isami (Japan Research & Development) poses for pictures with Korea IPCs Jaemin Lee (left) 
Chaemi Lee (right) during Korea’s TeMana Silk Seminar.

JAPAN SELLS THOUSANDS OF ’NHANCED 
CBD PACKS DURING PRE-LAUNCH EVENT

Japan is excited for the upcoming launch of ’NHANCED CBD! 
The Japanese office held a Facebook Live event on September 
19 announcing the pre-launch of this incredible new product 
line, and the video has gotten thousands of views, as well as 
hundreds of comments, likes and shares.

As part of the pre-launch event, people could preorder 
a special ’NHANCED CBD set consisting of all three CBD 
products: ’NHANCED CBD Oil, Body Cream and Roll-on Gel. 
Orders started coming in fast and furious, with more than 
3,000 sets being sold in the first day alone!

Meanwhile, the Japan office expects to sell out of its entire 
inventory by the end of this month. The official ’NHANCED 
CBD launch is still a few months away, but IPCs are excited 
and are preparing for this incredible business opportunity.



All of the incredible new products, programs and more that have come about since (or even sometimes before) the merger 
between Morinda and New Age have helped revitalize many IPCs that haven’t been active with the company for a while. We 
told you about one such IPC in last week’s newsletter, and there are many other examples.

A couple such examples come from Japan: Mariko Uchinokura and Hiromi Hayashida.

“I used to be a Morinda IPC but quit long time ago,” said 
Mariko. “Last October, a friend of mine kindly reintroduced 
me, and I rejoined Morinda as a consumer. Tahitian Noni Juice 
helped me improve my health.  TeMana Noni + Collagen 
dramatically changed my appearance.  People around 
me noticed the difference.  This helped me gain greater 
confidence.”

Thanks to the Super Friends and Family program, Mariko has 
sponsored several new IPCs recently, and believes she can 
advance to Jade.

Hiromi, meanwhile, returned to the company even more 
recently.

“I have not done much about the Morinda business for the 
past few years,” said Hiromi Hayashida. “While learning about 
New Age business opportunities and getting new information, 
I started sharing what is happening in New Age and Morinda 
now with my business partners whom I used to work with.  
One after one, they started showing interest in this business 
again.”

MORE THAN 400 ATTEND JAPANESE 
MEETING WITH NEW AGE EXPERTS

JAPANESE IPCS FIND SUCCESS AFTER RETURNING TO COMPANY

With last week’s launch of ’NHANCED Cell Defense and 
Hearing in Japan (which has already seen the sale of 
thousands of bottles), Tokyo held a business opportunity 
meeting this week with more than 400 IPCs in attendance.

Randy Looper, President of New Age Health Sciences, and 
New Age Chief Medical Officer Dr. Haase were guest speakers 
at the event, which was also broadcasted to five other sales 
offices all over Japan. Randy talked about the company, its 
mission, and how the two new ’NHANCED products were 
developed in collaboration with the U.S. Department of 
Defense (and, in Cell Defense’s case, NASA). Meanwhile, Dr. 
Haase talked about the science behind the supplements and 
the benefits they provide.

The presentations were reportedly very well received, and 
helped lead to even more product sales. There was also a 
booth at the event where attendees could try ’NHANCED CBD 
products for themselves.

Japan IPC, Mariko Uchinokura Japan IPC, Hiromi Hayashida

(Top) President of New Age Health Sciences, 
Randy Looper. (Bottom) Chief Medical Officer, Dr. 
Gerald Haase, M.D.



• Taiwan’s sales through September are 111% ahead of the 
same period last year

• Taiwan had 325% more new Jades in August compared 
to July

• El Salvador sells 50% of its first shipment as part of the 
Project: White Spaces expansion initiative

• Mexico reporting continued success reactivating IPCs

• In the U.S., the M.A.D. Team hosts event with more than 
100 in attendance

• Collagen event in Russia attracts IPCs and customers to 
hear from professional beautician

Spotlight  
Around the World

Around the world incredible things are going 
on with Morinda. Here’s a quick rundown of 
several of the exciting things.


